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Abstract

Pitot pressures and flow angles are measured

in the plume of a nozzle flowing nitrogen and ex-

hausting to a vacuum. Total pressures are mea-

sured with Pitot tubes sized for specific regions of

the plume and flow angles measured with a conical

probe. The measurement area for total pressure

extends 480 mm (16 exit diameters) downstream

of the nozzle exit plane and radially to 60 mm (1.9

exit diameters} off the plume axis. The measure-

ment area for flow angle extends to 160 mm (5

exit diameters) downstream and radially to 60

ram. The measurements are compared to results

from a numerical simulation of the flow that is

based on kinetic theory and uses the direct-simula-

tion Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. Comparisons

of computed results from the DSMC method with

measurements of flow angle display good agree-

ment in the Far-field of the plume and improve

with increasing distance from the exit plane. Pitot

pressures computed from the DSMC method are in

reasonably good agreement with experimental

results over the entire measurement area.

Introduction

NASA has a continuing effort in developing

small rockets that operate on electrical power for

both primary and auxiliary satellite propulsion.

These rockets are typified by thrusts of order 1 N

or less and by nozzle flows that can be quite

viscous. An important consideration in using such

thrusters is the effectthat the plumes may have on

various satellitesystems and functions. Given the

viscous nature of the flow in these thrusters, the

plumes tend to spread widely in vacuum, creating

a considerable flow in the backward direction.

Some major effects from the plume could include

contamination from mass deposition, unsatisfacto-

ry disturbance torques, and surface heating.

To gain a better understanding of thruster-sat-

ellite interaction and design considerations in

placing electric propulsion on satellites, a study of

small thruster plumes is currently in progress. Of

particular interest is the prediction of plume

expansion in vacuum, especially in the off-axis

region that may affect spacecraft surfaces. The

problem is being approached numerically, by
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modeling the nozzle flow and plume on both the

continuum and molecular level, and experimen-

tally by making plume flow-field measurements in

a vacuum facility. One aspect of the overall study

is to examine the fluid mechanics of transition,

near-rarefied, and rarefied flow regimes. A second
is to assess the effectiveness of molecular-level

models in predicting low-density expanding flows

and determine the applicable range of the continu-
um formulation for these flows. A third is to

provide experimental verification of the numerical

methods. Addressed specifically in this paper is

experimental verification of a molecular-level

model in the plume of a nitrogen nozzle flow.

It is interestingto compare the current ex-

perimental investigation with similar studies

performed previouslyon small controlthrusters.

In the DFVLR vacuum facilityin Gottingen,

Germany, Legge and DettleffImade Pitotpressure

measurements in the plume of a small hydrazine
thrusterto an axialdistanceof 100 mm. In the

CNRS vacuum facilityin Meudon, France,

Lengrand et al.2 obtained densityand rotational

temperaturesusing an electronbeam in the plume

of a nitrogen thrusterto a distance of 240 ram.

More recently,Jafry and Vanden Beukel3 made

mass-flux measurements in a helium plume of a

small thrusterto a distanceof 140 ram. For the

currentinvestigation,the measurement distancein

the plume isnearlydouble that of the maximum

extentreportedin thesestudies.

From recent investigationsin the current

study,the flowofcarbon dioxide4 and nitrogens in

a nozzle were computed with two numerical

techniques based on the differentphysical ap-

proaches. The technique based on continuum

theory numerically solved the Navier-Stokes

equationsfor compressibleflow. The other tech-

nique, based on a stochasticmodel of kinetic

theory,used the directsimulation Monte Carlo

(DSMC) method. Both methods were appliedto

solutionof a low-density,viscous gas flow in a

converging-divergingnozzleofconicalshape. The

continuum solution started ill the converging

sectionof the nozzleand was carriedthrough to

the exhaust plane.The computational domain for

the DSMC method startedslightlydownsJ.ream of

the nozzle throat and extended into the plume

about one nozzlediameter. The inflowconditions

for the DSMC method were provided by the

continuum solution. The solutionsfrom the two

methods exhibiteddifferences,mainly intheregion

near the wall at the nozzle lip. The work de-

scribedin References4 & 5 demonstrated that the

numerically intensive DSMC technique could be

applied readily to a low-density nozzle flow, where
the flow varied from continuum at the throat to

rarefied at the exit plane. Furthermore, the

DSMC results were successfully validated by

experimental measurements made in the near-field

plume in an area extending 1.1 nozzle diameters

(36 mm I axially and 0.8 diameters (24 ram)
radially.

Ill continuation of the .study, computational

and experimental results were recently obtained for

a larger portion of the nitrogen plume than was
reported in Reference 5 and are reported in this

paper. As in the work reported in Reference 5,

experimentalmeasurements were made specifically

for validation of the numerical studies. The

experimental work was conducted using the same

vacuum facilityand apparatus that simulated the

flow ofa small thruster. In thispart of the inves-

tigation,a new traversemechanism was used that
allowed for the increasedmeasurement area in the

plume. New alsoin thisinvestigationwere mea-

surements offlow angle made with a conicalprobe

and Pitot pressures made with an impact tube

appropriatelysizedforthe densityand flow veloci-

ty of the far-fieldplume. The measurement area

in thisstudy extended to nearly 16 nozzlediame-

ters(460 mm) in the axialdirection,downstream

of the nozzle exhaust plane, and 2 diameters (60

ram) in the radial directionperpendicular to the

plume axis. The unique nature of this extended

test range allowed evaluation of the numerical

method for very rarefiedflow conditions.

For the work reported in this paper, the

DSMC simulation was performed only for the

plume. For this case the inflow surfacewas the

exhaust plane of the nozzle and the conditions

were obtained from the previous simulation of the

nozzleflow. The plume simulation required about

an order of magnitude lessCPU time than the

simulation of the nozzle flow,,proportionalto the

differenceindensitybetween the two flow regions.

In thispart of the study, resultsfrom the DSMC

simulation of the plume helped guide the experi-

mental work in selectionof Pitot probe size and

interpretationof flow angle measurements.



This paper presents a description of the ex-

perimental apparatus used in the current investi-

gation, a brief discussion of the numerical simu-

lation, and comparisons of experimental measwJre-

ments with results computed from the DSMC
method.

Refer_ce Configuration

descriptionof the test facilitycan be found in

Reference 6.

The pumping system was able to maintain a
vacuum of about 2x10 "2Pa for a nozzleflow rate

of6.8xi0"5kg/s. The vacuum pressurewas moni-

tored with a hot-cathode ionizationgauge mount-
ed on the 1 m diameter testsection.

The nozzle configuration selected for both

experimental and computational study simulates

the viscous flow of an electric propulsion device.

The nozzle consisted of a conical geometry for

simplicity of both numerical modeling and ma-

chining, but is also a typical shape for small

thrusters. The nozzle is illustrated in Figure 1,

with geometrical details given in Table 1. The

experimental operating conditions for the nozzle

are given in Table 2.

For laboratory and computational convenience,

nitrogen was used for the test gas and does not

particularly represent the actual propellant of a
spacecraft propulsion system. A flow rate of

6.8xi0 "s kg/s was chosen to match the pumping

capacity of the vacuum system on the experimen-

tal facility. For this flow rate, the nozzle was

sized to provide similarity of the Reynolds Number
with an actual electrothermal thruster. The

nominal Reynolds Number of 850 listed in Table

2 is based on throat diameter and viscosity of the

nitrogen at the stagnation temperature of 700 K.
This Reynolds Number is characteristicof a

high-temperatureresistojetor arcjet. For these

conditions,flow at the throatwas in the continu-

um regime,asindicatedby the Knudsen Number

of 2x10"3 (alsobased on throat diameter}, but

reached near-rarefledat the nozzleexhaust plane.

Vacuum Facility

The experimental work for this study was

conducted ina vacuum tank for space-simulation

tests.The testapparatus was mounted in a 1 m

diameter section about I m in length that is

attached toa largertank about 4.9 m indiameter

and 19 m long. The testsectionand tank ore

evacuated by a vacuum system consisting of

twenty oil-diffusionpumps in serieswith four

blowers and four roughing pumps. A detailed

Experiments/Apparatus

The apparatus used in this study to simulate

a thruster was previously described in Reference 5

as the design denoted Configuration 2 and is

shown schematically in Figure 2. In this design

the nitrogen was heated to a temperature of 700 K

in an annular area comprised of a 12.7 mm diame-

ter cartridge heater contained in a tube 17.3 mm

in internal diameter. The stagnation pressure and

temperature of the flow were measured upstream

of the nozzle in a 22.1 mm diameter plenum. The

pressure was measured with a capacitance manom-

eter having a full-scale range of 13.3 kPa and a
listed accuracy of 1% of reading. The gas temper-

ature was measured with a half-shielded, chromel-

alumel thermocouple with the hot junction located
at the centerline of the measurement station and

connected to a digital voltmeter with self-contain-

ed, cold-junction compensation. The flow rate of

nitrogen was measured with a commercially

available thermal-conductivity type flow meter.

The flow was regulated with a controller consisting

of a flow meter ofsimilartype and a feedback loop

to an electricallyoperated valve. A schematic of

the flow system isshown in Figure 3. The flow

meter and controllerwere both calibratedinplace

on the testapparatus by timing the flow of nitro-

gen into a known volume and recording the tem-

perature and pressure of the volume before and

after the timed period to determine a flow rate.

The accuracy of the flow readings for all experi-
mental tests is estimated to be within -4-2°/o.

A traversingmechanism was used formaking

measurements in the nozzle plume. The mecha-

nism consistedof a rotary-traversetablemounted

atop two linear-traversetables,with travelaxes

mutually perpendicular to provide movement in

the radial,axial and rotational directions. The

range of travel was 280 mm in the radial (R)

direction,480 mm in the axial (Z} direction,and



360 degreesin rotation. The tableswere driven

with steppingmotors operatedfrom a microproces-

sor controlpanel.Position of traversewas moni-

tored by encoders mounted on each table. The

zero position of travelwas establishedfor each

probe by positioningthe probe tip at the center

point of the nozzle exit plane and aligning the

probe with the axis of the nozzle. Positional

accuracy of the traversetableswas within 4-0.12

mm over the maximum extent of the axialmea-

surement range and -4"1.5xi0"2mm over the radial

range. The repeatabilityof probe positionfrom

one testtoanother was limitedto the uncertainty

in the initialpositioningof the probe and is

estimatedto be within 4-0.5mm in both the axial

and radialdirections.

Measurement Probes

Two types of intrusiveprobes were used to

make measurements in the plume. Pitot tubes

were used to measure totalpressureand a conical

probewas used tomeasure flow angle.Pitottubes

with diameters of 1 mm and 6.4 mm were used,

each ina particularregionofthe flow to maintain

a usefulrange of probe Reynolds Number for

applyinga correctionto shock strengthforrarefac-
tioneffects.This correctionisdescribedin a later

section.The 1 mm diameter tube was attached to

a 1.3kPa full-scalecapacitancemanometer with a

three decade measurement range and a listed

manufacturer'saccuracy ofI_ ofreading. The 6.4

mm tube was used with a 133 Pa full-scalecapaci-

tancemanometer having a threedecade range and

a listedaccuracy of 0.25_ of reading. The mea-

surement uncertaintyof the Pitot tubes depended

on positionin the flow field,mainly due to pres-

suregradients,and isestimated tovary between a

maximum of 4-9% atthe nozzleexitplane forthe

I mm tube to a minimum of 4-2% inthe far-field

forthe 6.4 mm tube.

The probe of conical shape used to measure

flow angle in the plume was 6.4 mm in diameter
at the base of a 30 degree cone. Two 1 mm static

taps were located on opposite sides of the cone as

shown in Figure 4. Each tap was connected to an

individual capacitance manometer with a full-scale

range of 133 Pa as previously described. To

obtain flow angle, the probe was rotated in the

stream until the readings on the static taps were

equalized. This rotational angle was taken as the
flow angle for the particular location of the probe

tip in the plume, assuming that the shock and

static pressure behind the shock on the cone

surface were symmetrical when the cone was

aligned with the stream. A typical rotary scan

with the conical probe at an axial station 60 mm

from the nozzle exit plane and a radial position 30

mm from the nozzle axis is shown in Figure 5.

The figure shows plots of the pressure for each

static tap as a function of the rotation angle,

where the rotation angle is referenced to the plume

axis. As can be seen in the figure, the static

pre._sures on the cone were fairly sensitive to the

angle of the probe in the stream and the slopes of

the lines differed depending on whether the tap
was directed into the oncoming flow or in the

wake of the flow. The accuracy of this probe is

dependent on the pressure gradient in the stream

(i.e. the pressure difference across the taps) and is
more accurate in the far-field of the plume where

the gradients are low. In the far-field, the mea-

surement uncertainty is estimated to be within

4-1 °. A more detailed description of measurement

uncertainty for the probe data is contained in
Reference 7.

All reported flow angles and Pitot pressures

were taken in the horizontalplane of the nozzle.

Previous testsdemonstrated nearly exact sym-

metry of the plume in the horizontaland vertical

planes.

Test Procedure

The test section containing the experimental

apparatus was first evacuatied without flow and
the capacitance manometers zeroed. The vacuum

pressure without flow was about lxl0 "4 Pa which

served as the zero-reference pressure for the ma-
nometers. The flowmeter was zeroed while con-

tainingnitrogen at the accumulator supply pres-

sure. After allinstrumentation was zeroed,flow

was establishedat 6.8x10"5 kg/s and maintained

by the flow controller.Simultaneously. about 65

Watts was appliedto the heaterand time allowed

for the system to equilibrateat _ nozzle-inlet

temperature of 700 K.

On attainingsteady conditions,surveys were

taken by positioningthe particularmeasurement



probe in the plume with the traverse mechanism.

Probe position was maintained until capacitance

manometer readings reached a steady condition.

Generally, measurements of Pitot pressures were
preceded by measurements of flow angle in the far-

field of the plume (Z > 60 ram). In this manner,

the 6.4 mm diameter Pitot tube was immediately

positioned at the angle of the flow for a reading.

In the near-ficld of the plume, flow angles were

made with both the conical probe and the 1 mm
Pitot tube.

DSMC Computation of Plume Flow

The directsimulation Monte Carlo method

(DSMC) has previouslybeen evaluatedsuccessfully

for expanding flows for the near-fieldplume of a

nitrogenthrusters and in the far-fieldplume of a

helium thruster.8 In Reference 5 the DSMC

method was applied to the internalnozzle flow

with the computational domain startingslightly

downstream ofthe nozzlethroatand applying the

resultsof a continuum solution for the inflow

conditions.In the current application,the com-

putationwas begun atthe nozzleexitplane using

theDSMC simulationdata generatedpreviouslyas

described in Reference 5. The expansion was

assumed to occur in a pure vacuum.

A computational grid was generated in which
the cell dimensions were scaled with an assumed

profile for the decay in density away from the

nozzle exit. Densities from the previous solution
were used in the near-field to about 36 mm and a

1/r 2 relation in the remainder of the field. A

computational domain covering 500 mm by 300
mm was spanned with 5280 cells, 88 axially and

60 radially. An average of 55 particles per cell
was employed in the simulation. Macroscopic flow

quantities were obtained by averaging over 2000

time-steps after a transient period of 1000 itera-

tions. The total computational time of the simu-

lation using a vectorized code was 750 CPU

seconds on a Cray Y/MP.

Results from the DSMC method are given in

Figure 6. Figure 6a is a contour plot of Much

Number for the computational domain extending

radially 300 mm and axially by 500 ram. The
flow emanates from the nozzle in the lower left-

hand corner of the figure. The Much number at

the centerlineof the nozzle exit plane isabout 5

and increasesto over 16 at the fardownstream end

ofthe domain. Figure 6b isa contour plot of the

stream pressure on a logarithmic scale in the

plume forthe same domain. The pressuredecreas-

esby about 3 ordersof magnitude along the plume

axis500 mm from the nozzleexit plane.

Calculationof Pitot Pressure

To compare the numerical solution with the

experimentalPitot tube data, Pitotpressureswere

firstcalculatedfrom the numerical resultsusing

the computed values of static pressure, Mach

Number and density. The procedure forcomput-

ing the Pitot pressure isdetailed in Reference 5

and in summary includes:

1. Calculating the ideal pressure ratio across a

normal shock with the Rayleigh Pitot tube equa-

•tion, and;

2.Obtaining probe pressureby correctingforshock

strengthin a rarefiedstream.

The relationforthe rarefactioncorrectiontoshock

strength was obtained from parametric curves

presentedinReference 9. The curveswere correla-

tions of experimental measurements made in

rarefied wind tunnel flows and are given as a

function of Reynolds Number based on probe

diameter. The corrections were limited to a range

of probe Reynolds Number > 0.5. To stay within

the useful range of the correction, the probe
diameter was either 1 mm or 6.4 mm depending on

the region of measurement in the plume. The

appropriate probe size for a particular region was

obtained from a contour plot of probe Reynolds

Number generated with the flow properties from

the DSMC solution using a 1 mm characteristic

diameter. The contour plot is given in Figure 7.

The 6.4 mm tube was used in the region bounded

by the Reynolds Number contour of 0.1 and the 1

mm tube was used in the inner region bounded by
the contour for 1.

Experimental and Computed Results

Measured and computed flow angles are

compared in the contour plot of Figure 8. Con-



tours of the flow angle computed by the DSMC

simulation are given in the upper half of the figure
and measurements in the bottom half. In this

figure each line is an isogram of flow angle refer-
enced to the nozzle axis. The contours originate at

a point 12 mm downstream of the nozzle exhaust

plane, and the nozzle axis is at the radial distance

of zero. The blank, stepped sections in the bottom

left portion of the plot are areas in the plume

where the pressure signals from the static taps

were too low to make measurements. The plot

illustrates the qualitative agreement between

measured and computed values of the flow angle

over a large portion of the measurement area and

also il}ustrates the manner by which the flow fans
out into the vacuum.

There is some discrepancy in the flow angle in

the near-field of the plume which is more clearly

illustrated in Figure 9a. In this figure, flow angles

obtained from the DSMC simulation, the conical

probe, and data taken previously by rotating the
1 mm Pitot tube in the flow s are plotted with

radial distance from the plume axis at the axial

station 12 mm from the nozzle exit plane. There

is a fairly large difference in the angles obtained
from the conical probe and the DSMC results at

radial distances between about 5 to 20 mm (R/De

= 0.2 to 0.6). In. this region, the pressure gradient
in the stream is quite high and is illustrated with

results generated from the DSMC simulation in

Figure 10 by the solid line. Also, at this location

(Z/De = 0.38), the probe is quite large with

respect to the nozzle exit diameter. The large
difference in the angles may be a consequence of

flow distortion by the probe and the difference in

stream pressure over the separation distance of the

static taps from the steep gradient. The 1 mm

Pitot tube data agrees more closely with the
DSMC results and shows the possible effect of

probe size.

The comparison between measured and com-

puted angles improves the further away from the
nozzle the data was obtained. Figure 9b compares

conical probe measurements and DSMC results at

a location 160 mm (Z/De = 5} downstream of the
nozzle exit. Here the agreement between measured

and computed values is within 4_. At this loca-

tion, flow distortion from the probe would be

minimal and pressure gradients in the stream low

as suggested by the lower dashed line in Figure 10

which is the stream pressure at an axial station of
100 mm.

Figure II compares Pitot pressures as mea-

sured and computed from the DSMC resultsalong

the plume axis on a semi-log plot. The plot

extends from the nozzleexitpla_e toa normalized

axialdistanceof 15 {480 mm). In thisrange, the

pressuredrops by two orders of magnitude. This

plot combines data from the 1 mm probe that

spanned the axialrange of 0 to 1.1 (36 mm) and

the 6.4 mm probe that spanned 0.6 to 15 {18 mm

to 480 ram}. Where data from the two probes

overlapped, the measurements were nearly iden-

tical. As seen from the plot,the agreement be-

tween measured and computed resultsisslightly

better in the higher pressure region of the near-

field,but isgenerallyquite good over the entire

range.

Far-field pressure measurements are now

considered inmore detail. A comparison of mea-

sured and computed Pitotpressuresispresented in

the contour plotofFigure 12 forthe measurement

area extending from Z = 60 mm to 160 mm and

forR = 0 to 60mm. In thisregion of the plume,
the measurements were made with the 6.4 mm

diameter Pitot tube. In Figure 12, the pressures

computed from the DSMC results,including the

rarefactioncorrection,are plottedin the top half

and the measured pressuresin the bottom half.

The linesrepresentisobarsof Pitot pressure. On

the plume axis (R = 0}, the pressurescomputed

from the DSMC resultsare about 10% higher than

the measured values. Away from the plume axis,

the agreement improves as isshown more defini-

tivelyin the semi-log plotsof Figure 13. Plotted

in Figure 13a are measured and computed Pitot

pressuresfrom the plume axis to a radialdistance

of BO mm {R/De = 1.9} at the axial station 60
nHn from the nozzle exhaust plane. Figure 13b is

a plot for the same radial scan at the axial station
160 mm from the exhaust plane. As shown in the

figures, the agreement between measured and

computed values of the Pitot pressure is quite

good over a large portion of the radial distance,
with the computed value of Pitot pressure falling
below the measured value at the outer extent of

the radial scan.

In the DSMC simulation the plume was as-

sumed toexpand intoa perfectvacuum whereas in



the experimental facility the plume actually

expands into a back pressure of about 2x10 "2 Pa.

This difference may account for the discrepancy

between measured and computed pressure profiles

in the outer, lower pressure regions of the plume in

Figure 13. Tbis aspect of the problem will be

investigated in later studies by inclusion of the

actual vacuum facility back pressure in the DSMC
simulation.

Concluding Remarks

The experimental tests were designed specifi-

cally as a model problem for verification of the

DSMC method applied to an expanding nozzle

flow as originally described in Reference 5. This

paper described the continuation of that work,

whereby a larger portion of a nitrogen plume from

a conical nozzle was computed with the DSMC

method altd compared to measurements. The

measurements consisted of Pitot pressures made

with two different sized tubes and flow angles

made with a conical probe. The agreement be-

tween measured and computed values of the Pitot

pressure were generally quite good, with Pitot

pressure comparisons showing closer agreement in

the higher pressure regions of the plume. Flow

angle comparisons showed closer agreement in the
far-field. Conical probe size is thought to be a

primary factor for the discrepancy between the

measured and computed values of flow angle made

in the near-field plume.

The generally good agreement between the
measured and computed results from this study

further verifies the validity of the DSMC method

in calculation of expanding flows. Furthermore,

the total computational time of 750 CPU seconds

demonstrates tile relative efficiency of the DSMC
method for such calculations.

A somewhat unique aspect of this study was

the mutual benefit of experimental and numerical

results. On the one hand, the experimental mea-
surements verified the usefulness of the DSMC

method for simulating low-density, expanding
flow. On the other, the DSMC results were used

to detcrmine appropriate Pitot probe size for

specific regions of the plume to maintain a useful
range of the available relationship for the rarefac-

tion correction and also helped interpret the flow

angle measurements made with the conical probe.
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Table 1: Nozzle C-¢omeuN

Throat Diameter, Dt 3.18 mm

Exit Diameler, De 31.8 mm

Inlet Diameter, Di 22.1 mm

Wall thickness, tw 1.65 mm

Area Ratio (Exit / Throat) 100

Inlet half-angle, ei 45°

Exit half-angle, 0 • 20o
,,,, ,i

Table 2: NoT.zle Test Conditions

Propdlant N2

Flow Rate 6.8 x 10-5 kg/s

TotalPressure,I)o 6210Pa

Total Tempcralnre, To 700 K

Wall Tempcralu_, Twl 507 K

WallTemperatu_,Tw2 498 K

"I'hn3atReynolds Number 850

Thr0at Knudsen Number 2x 10"3

T,#2

t w

Hgu_ 1. Nozzle Diagram
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Figure 4. Cross-Sectional Schematic of Conical Probe
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Figure 11. Comparison of Experimental and Computed Values of the Pitot Pressure
Along the Plume Axis.
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Figure 13a. Pitot Pressures as Measured and Computed from the DSMC Simulation
for a Radial Scan at the Axial Station Z = 60 mm (Z/D e = 1.89).
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